
ACADEMIC SESSION(2020-2021)
CLASS-PRE-PRIMARY 

SUBJECT- ENGLISH
TOPIC- PICTURE COMPOSITION



What is a picture composition?

Picture Composition is describing a picture. 

We can tell or describe the things we can see in
the particular picture.

We need to observe the picture and  can make 
few sentences based on the picture. 



Can you see the picture? Observe it carefully . 



What can you see in the 
picture ?

Picture Composition

• It is a farm house.
•There are some  animals in it .
•Trees and plants are all around.
•Sheep and goats are roaming
around.

•Three pigs are playing near a hut
•A cow is sitting next to the sheds.
•The Shepherd boy takes care 
of the animals.



Can you see the picture ? Observe it carefully . 



Picture Composition
What can  you see in the 
picture ?
•It is a birthday party .
•The birthday girl is cutting
the cake .

•Her mom and her friends are 
standing next to her.
•Her father is clicking pictures.
•A lady is serving the food.
• Children are having fun in 
the birthday party.



Picture Composition

1.It is a  _____.

2. Two girls are playing with 
a  _______. 

3. A boy and a girl are on 
the  ___________.

4. One child is holding a red
___________.

Fill in the blanks with the 
help of the words given in 
the  box below.

balloon, park, ball, see-saw.



Picture Composition
Fill in the blanks with the 
help of the words given in 
the  box below.

slide, park, ball, see-saw.

1.It is a  park.

2. Two girls are playing with 
a ball . 

3. A boy and a girl are on 
the see-saw .

4. One child is playing on 
the  slide .



Picture Composition
Fill in the blanks with the help 
of the words given in the box 
below.

tea, food , tree, chips, picnic

1.This is  Sharma family.
2. They have come for
a  ____.
3. The elder brother is 
eating ______.
4. The younger brother is 
climbing up a _____.
5.Grandfather is having ___.
6. Mom is serving _______.
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PICTURE COMPOSITION 



sisters

sofa

carpet

sunny

food
happy

PICTURE COMPOSITION 



PRACTICE TIME

Do page no. 95 in English  Workbook -1 
and page no. 25 and 81 in 

English workbook-2 



https://youtu.be/8cpZXXQfDko
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